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Not Even N95 Masks Work To Stop Covid
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“The Experts™” have repeatedly tried to deflect from the failure of their policies
with misdirection.

The reason lockdowns didn’t work in the United States or the United Kingdom is
because they weren’t strict enough, according to many in the expert community.

Of course, their excuses have been conveniently ignored as China’s repressive zero
COVID lockdowns have continued, with horrific consequences.

Now that mass protests have broken out in the country that “The Experts™” revered for
their COVID handling, there’s a massive effort to disregard their own previous
advocacy.

This is perhaps best exemplified by Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who
clearly used authoritarian measures to suppress the protests in his own country, while
now supporting Chinese demonstrations.
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The bewildering lack of awareness of their own hypocrisy seems to be a feature of
COVID-obsessed politicians and public health authorities.

Another similar, oft-repeated assertion is that the failure of universal masking can be
explained by the type of masks being used by the public.

Even though the CDC and Dr. Fauci explicitly claimed that wearing anything to cover
your face would be effective at preventing transmission, many have now quietly
dismissed that messaging.

Fauci specifically said that “cloth coverings work,” not just surgical or N95s. Former
Surgeon General Jerome Adams famously suggested that rolling up a t-shirt in front of
your face would be effective protection.

Yet public health departments and the media are now highlighting the importance of
“high quality,” “well-fitted” masks. 

Their desperation to justify masking has led to remarkably poor studies being
released to support their anti-science messaging.

There is new research that has been released showing that masks are ineffective,
regardless of type.

And it’s not just new research, it’s high quality research.

Finally, Another RCT on Mask Wearing

The Annals of Internal Medicine just published a randomized controlled trial comparing
the ability of medical masks to prevent COVID infection to fit-tested N95s.

Importantly, this trial was conducted on healthcare workers who would be most
likely to use masks appropriately.

To determine whether medical masks are noninferior to N95 respirators to
prevent COVID-19 in health care workers providing routine care.

That trial design was also important as it was meant to determine whether or not N95
respirators were superior to “regular” surgical masks.

They examined 29 different health care facilities on multiple continents, from North
America to Asia and Africa.

The percentage of healthcare workers testing positive for COVID in each group was
tracked to determine how effective or ineffective higher-quality masking was in
preventing infection.

Unsurprisingly, the results confirmed that there is essentially zero difference between
surgical or N95 respirators when it comes to tests results.

In the intention-to-treat analysis, RT-PCR–confirmed COVID-19 occurred in
52 of 497 (10.46%) participants in the medical mask group versus 47 of 507
(9.27%) in the N95 respirator group (hazard ratio [HR], 1.14 [95% CI, 0.77 to
1.69]). An unplanned subgroup analysis by country found that in the medical
mask group versus the N95 respirator group RT-PCR–confirmed COVID-19
occurred in 8 of 131 (6.11%) versus 3 of 135 (2.22%) in Canada (HR, 2.83
[CI, 0.75 to 10.72]), 6 of 17 (35.29%) versus 4 of 17 (23.53%) in Israel (HR,
1.54 [CI, 0.43 to 5.49]), 3 of 92 (3.26%) versus 2 of 94 (2.13%) in Pakistan
(HR, 1.50 [CI, 0.25 to 8.98]), and 35 of 257 (13.62%) versus 38 of 261
(14.56%) in Egypt (HR, 0.95 [CI, 0.60 to 1.50]). There were 47 (10.8%)
adverse events related to the intervention reported in the medical mask
group and 59 (13.6%) in the N95 respirator group.

52 of 497 participants who wore medical masks got COVID-19, and 47 of 507 in the
N95 group got COVID-19. 

No matter how “high quality” your mask is, it’s entirely irrelevant.

The researchers also took pains to ensure that the control and treatment groups shared
as many similarities as possible.

They excluded workers who could not pass a fit test, had laboratory-confirmed COVID,
or “had received 1 or more doses of a COVID-19 vaccine with greater than 50% efficacy
for the circulating strain.”

Yet none of that mattered; there was no difference in outcomes between the medical
and N95 level masks.

The N95s in use were even specifically fit tested and approved respirators, far from the
KN95s commonly used by the general public.

“Health care workers randomly assigned to the N95 respirator group were
instructed to use a fit-tested National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health–approved N95 respirator when providing routine care to patients with
COVID-19 or suspected COVID-19.”

It didn’t matter.

Even more importantly, these disappointing results were from facilities with
universal masking policies in place.

Everyone, in each health care facility, “for all activities,” was required to wear masks. 

The intervention included universal masking, which was the policy
implemented at each site. This refers to the use of a mask when in the
health care facility for all activities, whether patient related or not, including
in workrooms, meetings, and treating persons that were not suspected or
known to be positive for COVID-19.

It still didn’t work.

They even tracked potential exposure points, whether at home, in the community or in
hospital exposures.

There was no difference.

What’s even more impressive about the futility of masking is that outside of Egypt, the
observed results occurred before the more contagious Omicron variant emerged.

There were substantial differences in results between countries, which indicates the
impact of N95s might have been further muted had it covered the Omicron period.

Canada, which was observed pre-Omicron, showed the biggest “benefit” to N95s, while
post-Omicron Egypt was nearly identical. 

It’s possible that the mild difference in Canada could have been erased entirely if
subjected to the Omicron era.

On top of being functionally useless, N95s were substantially more likely to result in
adverse effects.

According to the results page, there were significantly more reported issues in the
respirator group:

“There were 47 (10.8%) adverse events related to the intervention reported
in the medical mask group and 59 (13.6%) in the N95 respirator group.”

This becomes even more noteworthy since compliance with respirator masking was
lower.

“Adherence with the assigned medical mask or N95 respirator was self-
reported as “always” in 91.2% in the medical mask group versus 80.7% in
the N95 respirator group and as “always” or “sometimes” in 97.7% in the
medical mask group versus 94.4% in the N95 respirator group.”

While still extremely high, health care workers “always” wore N95s 80.7% of the time
instead of 91.2% for medical masks.

This is one of the many issues the “experts” now pushing for (now disproven) “higher-
quality” masking should address.

Health care professionals who are trained to use N95s can’t always use them yet
experience higher rates of adverse effects.

Imagine how much worse compliance would be among the general public, especially if
13% are suffering significant side effects.

Results Show Expert Incompetence

This is yet another randomized controlled trial to show that masks do not work.

It also confirms the DANMASK study conducted earlier in the pandemic, which proved
there was no benefit from masking in COVID prevention.

Even the Bangladeshi study, comparing villages, showed there was no benefit to
masking at a population level. They used statistical misdirection and purposeful p-
hacking to try and generate a positive result, and still could only get to a ~10%
reduction for those over 50.

No matter the quality, no matter the compliance, masks are entirely ineffective at
preventing transmission or infection.

The participants in this examination lived and worked in environments where universal
masking was a requirement.

It didn’t matter.

This also examined health care workers, who, in theory, would be using and disposing
of medical or N95 level masks properly. 

There was no difference. 

Now imagine how much worse the results would look for mask fanatics if it examined
the Fauci-approved cloth coverings. 

If “The Experts™” actually cared about following “the science,” or “the evidence,” this
would once again be the nail in the coffin for masking.

More like the 40th nail in the coffin.

We have observational evidence through population-level comparisons that masks do
not prevent the spread of COVID.

We also now have multiple randomized controlled trials confirming that masks do not
prevent the spread of COVID.

And we have extremely well done comparisons of neighboring jurisdictions confirming
it.

All the mask fanatics have is politically motivated wishful thinking, desperate advocacy
from disproven CDC “studies,” and a commitment to avoiding reality.

Fauci and his health authority allies have lied to the public repeatedly about masking.
The obsession with credentialism and appeals to authority within the media has resulted
in tremendous, unjustified harm.

You’d hope that results like these would finally end their ridiculous posturing, but it’s
abundantly clear they’re too dug in to ever relent.

But thankfully those paying attention now have even more ammunition in the fight for
the inarguable scientific reality that masks do not work.
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I love masks. They instantly  let me know who the retards are.
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Yup I see a masktard I see an unstable nut bag..Keep walking.  
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If the spirit moves me, i will cough when I walk by 
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meanie ... but perfect

yer the kyle of covid.
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Canada is lost, as well as Australia and New Zealand. 

Decades ago I thought these countries would be places of
refuge but oh man was I wrong.

Canucks, Aussies & Kiwis are some of the most brainwashed
people on earth.

True, but with half of the population brainwashed by tv and
addled by anti-depressants, none of this matters.

psychopath

those paying attention now have even more
ammunition in the fight for the inarguable scientific
reality that masks do not work
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Masks don't work. Vaccines don't work.

The smart and discerning people knew this from the start.
"scientists" and "bureaucrats" permanently discredited.

Ineptocracy
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I'm in Ottawa and maybe 10% of the people still mask up.
Not too bad. Funny it's the purple hair SJW and government
NPC types that mask up the most. Seniors either dont give
a damn or they're wise to the fact that masking hurts more
than it helps. 

Toronto on the other hand... 

They have a lot of east asians and Muslim ladies over there
who were into masking before it was even a thing.

In any case I respect free speech as well as free masking.
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DOWN WITHOUT "FEAR"

Down, but without the panic

VIX has been busy resetting post the last
two macro events of the year....while SPX
has been busy moving lower post FOMC.
Pace and direction are two different…
things...

Source: Refinitiv

Options exposure into year end

Few bullets via Goldman's' options guru
Garrett:
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In any case I respect free speech as well as free masking.
Even driving alone by themselves, if they mask up it's their
prerogative 
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Want to hear the latest Not joke?

New Zealand. Not.
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Empire of Chaos
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Empire of Lies,
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Correct..I'm in Canada's capital and as predicted the
schools are getting ready to start this up again. Lots of
emails on Covid-19 policy and instructions. 

"If your child has a runny nose or can't participate in group
activities then they should stay home" (don't ask me
what can't participate in group activities means)

"If your child has a cough they must wear a mask"

The hell with all this boring reading and writing or counting
fingers stuff. Covid-19 is back. I think what happened is the
isolation has backfired on policy advisors as the flu is now
back from holidays and cases have tripled. The elderly are
dropping like flies and you guessed it, it's Covid-19, AGAIN.
I work from home and have been enduring the sniffles for a
month. Dizzy spells when you work out but that's about all.
Friends and family are reporting the same. Probably fatigue
as this cold keeps you up at night. Another lousy, live
chicken egg virus released by pharma.

Flu mist for the kids. Death for the expensive pensioners.
The cull continues.

Sick Monkey
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= watching drag queens and being taught to multilate their
reproductive systems.

The Tavistock insects are having much success with this.

PrivetHedge

participate in group activities
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we have 60yrs of ussa input control via media and movies
to thank you for our stupid people

Amicus Curiae
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English speaking Western countries seem to be more
susceptible to Mass Formation Psychosis. These “advanced
societies” with integrated networks of communication can
create anxiety through fear and herd the masses into
compliance.

Cui bono? 

Mr. Boots
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Canada, australia, and New Zealand are all commonwealth
countries. That has got to be telling us something.

What is The Hedge
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I'm not a journalist, or a scientist, but could this be the
reason RESEARCHES WORKING WITH VIRUSES wear
pressurized suits instead of 5 cent paper masks?

Bacon's Rebellion
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I just bought a seat belt to wear outside of my vehicle.
Works great!

Badcyborg
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N95s work. When the pandemic first started, 0 out of ~500
hospital employees using N95s received COVID:
https://www.journalofhospitalinfection.com/article/S0195-
6701(20)30097-9/fulltext#relatedArticles

This article's study is seriously flawed. Why even bother doing
a study into 2022 when COVID-19 is everywhere? Participants
will get COVID-19 at home. Also, it says over half of the
participants were in Egypt, where unlike the other countries
showing a difference, N95s made no difference there. Talk
about contribution bias. Why would you even do a study in 29
different countries under different conditions? You can't
control the conditions at every one. Lastly, where is the no
mask control?

Furthermore, look at the graphs of South Korea vs US. They
show mask usage was working... up until everyone got
vaccinated and stop giving a crap.

The vaccines were designed to kill people, yes. But not
primarily directly. They were designed to get people out, stop
using masks, get people infected, get people killed. COVID
was engineered to do that. The anti-vax 'tards don't get that.

Sad reality is, we could never have stopped the spread,
because human race lacks the willpower to wear a mask
consistently.

saintnick
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The list of people "properly wearing masks" and qaud
vaxed, that caught/sickened or died of CV19, is a long one.

Biden, Fauci, Welensky....

Bacon's Rebellion
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I’m sorry,pal,but N 95’s are no better than cloth masks,are
no better than surgical masks.This isn’t the only well done
study that shows this.I am a physician,and I can tell you that
surgical masks were adopted to be used in the operating
room,while sterile conditions are being maintained,in an
effort to reduce the likelihood of coughing or spitting into an
open wound to prevent a bacterial infection.You probably
believe Marxism would work if it were only employed under
the ‘right’ conditions,all evidence to the contrary…

drstrangelove73
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Ridiculous nonsense.

Not only do masks not work - they never have for any
reason.

Even in surgery, the only reason to wear a mask is a simple
one: to avoid the Doctor from drooling into an open body
cavity. 

In fact, plenty of studies have confirmed this many times -
here, I'll point to most highly cited and extremely credible
study:

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26085560/

Now, as stated, there are plenty more which eliminate any
credibility of mask use, but the more important fact is this:

never in history has any study confirmed either of the
following -

1) 'viruses' within the Human body exist - as they have never
been isolated from all other components. 

2) that 'contagion' is proven. It is NOT.  Contagion is a myth
- never has any study confimed contagion/transmission of
'viruses' or dis ease is fact. Epidemiology is the study of
patterns - correlation not causation. 

On the other hand, many studies, including those
conducted by the US government, proved just the opposite,
that Humans cannot 'infect' one an other.  

(Hint: Terrain Theory and the Contagion Myth) 
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If you can smell a fart, your mask isn't working

Capn Balz
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Lol then YOU wear one if it protects you, clown. Stop
forcing crap on people, wtf….

sm0k4
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I live in South Korea, and they masked heavily since Covid-
19 started.  It didn't matter -everyone got Covid.  Masking
never worked from the beginning.

johnd777
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The anti-vax do get that the vaccines were designed to kill,
and that's why they're anti-vax.

johnd777
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Even if the N95's work as you claim, people would have to
wear them 24/7 since as you stated, people are catching
covid at home. Do you plan on having the entire world
population wear N95 masks forever? Like the common cold
and seasonal flu, covid isn't going away. 

clot shot
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There are MULTIPLE RCT's on the efficacy of masks for
respiratory virus' pre-covid and the result of ALL of them is
almost zero benefit.

Fauci knew this, the WHO knew this, and the CDC knew
this.  On record, Fauci even admitted this.

So, why did the narrative change?  I think you know.  The
sad reality is you still want to believe it would have made a
difference.
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I'm unvaccinated and have been wearing fake masks all
during the pandemic including inside of gyms, airplanes,
and everywhere and never felt sick nor do I know someone
who died from COVID or with COVID. 

Elusive_Freedom
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give. it. up.

you lost the narrative two years ago.

Juche Tony
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I don’t know, I still like wearing my bandit mask when I walk into
the bank… Is that bad?

🤣

 

when I first evaluated the need to wear anything like a mask after
the first variant that caught everyone by surprise, I googled
molecular size of coronavirus in microns, and the size of the
pores in an N 95 mask.

for those who understand basic math, which is most of the
people here, the coronavirus measures out about .1 µm, and the
smallest pore on an N 95 mask is about .3-.4 µm.  anything less
intensive than in 95 had much larger openings.

for those of you that don’t get tiny metrics, think mosquito flying
through a chain-link fence.

at best the masks would slow it down and maybe catch some of
the stuff adhering to water droplets, but little else.

just like the morons at the TSA are security theater, and have yet
to catch a single terrorist that wasn’t an FBI potted plant, masks
were a little more than bio security theater, and stopped exactly 0
infections.

they did have an impact on peoples health though, acidifying
blood making it harder to breathe abusing children by putting
masks on them that instinctively they knew were bad for them,
crippling them psychologically in school, and making kids overall
easier to catch bacteriological and other respiratory infections
during the pandemic.  again, every person in the position of
authority that made a kid wear a mask basically participated in a
national wide campaign of child abuse.

how the average doctor didn’t want to understand this still
escapes me because most of these people go to school for the
better part of two decades, but they lack basic critical thinking
skills or they’re just cowards.

after doing a little research and running across also the
information shared by our dear departed Dr. Zev Zelenko,
ivermectin was the tool of choice and still is to help life get back
to normal, and hopefully stimulate/augment the P 53 tumor
suppressor gene activities that are probably being at the very
least damaged by people who shed vaccine spike protein as well
as fresh coronavirus infections.

The only thing that was needed was supplements with ivermectin
and vitamins to be honest, if used at the very earliest signs of
infection, because every other action taken by our maliciously
compliant profit seeking and stupid medical community
prolonged worsened and exacerbated the pandemic, and
contributed to the unnecessary and completely avoidable deaths
of over 1 million innocent civilians…. and counting.

and if they were willing to do this to the entire country, what
makes you think they aren’t adulterating/poisoning other
vaccines or medicines that we rely on today?

The road to hell is paved with good intentions, and I have now
come to the conclusion that they didn’t even have good
intentions in the first place.
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I like to point out when comments beat the article but in this
case due to length I'm going to have to say this is the article!

RAT005
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What most people don’t get, it’s nothing but the common
flu. A corona virus is a flu virus. They really wanted to see
how many people they can scare into a fake plandemic.
Obviously depopulation and divide and conquer always
included ;)

Returned Banned
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Oh come on!

Trump intended to save a billion lives with his beautiful
vaccine; what "intention" would you call that?

Trump, LITERALLY, took credit for saving 94,000,000
Americans with his vaccines having prevented a repeat of
the Spanish flu.

"No good intentions"?

That would mean Trumps vaccine, masking and lock downs
were all just food for his insatiable ego?

C'mon man!

Bacon's Rebellion

they didn’t even have good intentions in the first
place.
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+1,000

57WarChild
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When you go to the bank, you want to have a friend waiting in
a running car out the front. When you leave, wearing your
mask, frantically run to the car and jump in shouting "go! go!
go!". At least passers by will have an interesting story to tell.

Frito
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noted,

🤣🍿👍

 

 

bannedcampsurvivor
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Imagine shooting a .22 caliber bullet into the forest. A bullet is
so small and the gaps between trees are large, yet a bullet
won't travel far.

Milton Keynes
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A sneeze maxes out at @ 4.5 meters per second.  Anyone
within range of the spread receives particles. Can't say that
about a .22.  More like birdshot. 

@KeenObserver
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Now imagine 10,000,000 bullets passing through a forest
with trees consistently spaced 10 feet apart. 

Austrianhungry
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Your 4.5 m/s (10 mph) info gets listed occasionally but
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Your 4.5 m/s (10 mph) info gets listed occasionally but
usually correct info ~20m/s (40 mph) is used. Sailors or
windstorm survivors can promise you sneezes are not 10
mph.
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Imagine the path of least resistance. It is usually where there
not a tight fit like  near the bridge of the nose or around the
cheeks. That is where most of the air will go in and out. Not
through the mask.  Your bullet analogy is stupid,
dangerous, and wrong. That is why pics of batlady in
Wuhan wore a full body suit and not just a mask when
working with corona viruses and bats. 
 

PS-I am also 40 Hr Hazwoper trained for the past 20 years,
have been an incident commander at sites with RCRA
hazardous materials, well as given safety training with
respirators, scba, and supplied air system.  So I know what I
am discussing.  

Nutofwing
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Nice try but it's billions of viruses (bullets) vs millions of
fibers (trees). 

Viruses can also swim around the trees unlike bullets that
only travel via straight line.

Either you live in harmony with them or suffer the
consequences of try fighting them

S.Parker
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Great story, Fauci.

No-Go zone
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"how the average doctor didn’t want to understand this still
escapes me because most of these people go to school for
the better part of two decades, but they lack basic critical
thinking skills or they’re just cowards."

They are under duress.  Tow the line or lose your license. 
Breaking an oath is no small thing. 

"The road to hell is paved with good intentions, and I have
now come to the conclusion that they didn’t even have good
intentions in the first place."

Slowly, then all at once. 

@KeenObserver
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Yes, doctors are basically rewarded to think in a particular
way.

A doctor has to be very honest, stubborn and independently
wealthy, to go against the hive.

PrivetHedge
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The only oath that matters is “Do no harm”. Well that ship
has sailed and they ruined their credibility. I will never trust a
doctor about anything respiratory now, so that’s what they
accomplished.

sm0k4
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An interesting point regarding the weaving of the mask and
size difference between the fibers and virus, one article I read
early on stated that even though the spaces are much bigger
then the virus there is a electromagnetic charge that catches a 
portion of the viruses, it never mention that prevented all the
viruses from passing through the mask.

UncleBucky
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Lmao, so viruses are magnetic now? Lmfao!

sm0k4
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They may have a slight electromagnetic charge but no mask
exists in doing this that I have found. This sounds like
someone conflated lab techniques to a mask.

sm0k4
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What you fail to understand is that the microfibers in most
N95’s are electrically-charged. Entrapment occurs electrically
as well. So your pore size explanation is false.  Particles of
“viral size”would get trapped despite pore size difference. 
 

The reason the N95 doesn’t/didn’t work is because there was
no virus and no variants. You were fooled. 

BigCumulusClouds
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Surgical masks are designed to stop blood/fluid spatter
during surgery and to stop the surgeon from
drooling/spitting/coughing/sneezing into an open cavity of a
patient - they are not designed to be worn for extended
periods of time and they do not stop bacteria and viruses.

N95 respirators are designed to stop airborne particulates
like dust up to 0.3 micron in size - they are not designed to
stop bacteria and viruses as those are measured in
nanometers...1000th of a micron. Electrostatic charge is a
marketing boondoggle which is negated the moment you
handle the mask with sweaty hands or put it on your sweaty
face, the mask then takes on the same charge as your body
as it is not insulated in any way.

ABC air filters stop practically everything, they actually
sterilize the air - they are expensive and need positive
pressure to push the air through the filtration media...your
lungs are incapable of sucking enough air through them
without the help of a pump.

Before the covid shitfuckery - hospital staff did not wear
masks, why? Because the tests, trials and research was
done decades ago, which proved that not only were these
masks ineffective in stopping airborne infections, but they
actually made the staff sick when wearing them for an
extended period of time.

As to whether this particular crown virus actually exists, or is
a false flag hoax...well, we will find out eventually...

 

Andy's War_Hole
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Andy, I have worn N95 masks in dusty somewhat poisonous
industrial facilities for many, many years.  The dust was
typically visible like house dust and yet we all got
contaminated a little but below OSHA standards with
responsible behavior.  Everything you said is correct.  In
addition, being fit tested requires a lot more effort than
regular users make.  No way the typical masks ever
mitigated anything against possible virus exposure.

RAT005
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good job all the waste masks are disposed of in biohazard
containers then /s

FFS stop the cult worship, it's all crap and even you know it
deep down.

Juche Tony
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from the article......

 pcr confirmed......as legit as masks preventing covid.  when
do we get a Kary Mullis story here?

 

and since it's been 20+ years, when do we get a story about
trrrrists in the u.s. that were acting on behalf of themselves or
another foreign entity and not on behalf of FBI, CIA, or some
other alphabet douche gaggle?

 

and the most taboo subject around.......so taboo even most on
here don't look at it......is the safety and efficacy of ALL
vaccines.  150+ year-old scandal waiting to see the light of
day. let's hear about what a great guy L.Pasteur was in
bringing the vax into it's popularity by plagiarizing, lying,
schmoozing and being a general piece of shit.  fauci got
nothing on Pasteur.

creviceCaress

In the intention-to-treat analysis, RT-PCR–confirmed
COVID-19 occurred

just like the morons at the TSA are security theater,
and have yet to catch a single terrorist that wasn’t an
FBI potted plant, masks were a little more than bio
security theater, and stopped exactly 0 infections.

and if they were willing to do this to the entire country,
what makes you think they aren’t
adulterating/poisoning other vaccines or medicines
that we rely on today?
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Same.   I had used n95 for work and had read up on them. 
 The covid virus had been pegged at about 200nm, which
makes a sick joke out of the mask mandates.

The whole thing was designed after the Milgram Experiment
paradigm

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milgram_experiment

The authority figures in white coats: fauci, brix, tv doctors and
medical professionals ordered us to torture each other with
masks and lock downs and school closings even closing
parks, then experimental genetic therapies and of course
digital covid passports.    None of it worked but that wasn't the
point.    Power and Authority were the points.    Getting Trump
was a point.    Big profits were a point.   Great Reset agenda
items were ticked off. 

TBT or not TBT
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Hedgers are even worse than the left maniacs. Masks are like
fences. Masks are there to protect, like the South Korean
football player's mask to protect his eye socket. Mask is there
to slow the spread.

Escrava Isaura
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Nope. It was there to spread fear and identify those, the
maskless, who need further encouragements to conform.   
Mask mandates for police, military or hospital personnel are
equally there to weed out, or make conform, rational free
thinking people.  

TBT or not TBT
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1000 up votes! Imagine how many deaths could have been
averted if our overlords had simply initiated a program to
dispense ivermectin and supplements to the entire population
instead of spending billions of dollars to produce ineffective
"vaccines" that didn't work?

HelenaH@ndbasket
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The vaccines saved 94,000,000 lives in the USA by
preventing a repeat of the Spanish flu.

You are a science denying, mis information spreading idiot.

My source?

DONALD TRUMP! Yeah, he's claiming his vaccine saved
94,000,000 Americans.

Bacon's Rebellion
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If you wear your N95 for more than 2 minutes, you have
coated the fabric with vapor, starting from the inside, therefore
decreasing the openings and trapping virus entry with the
water in the fabric.

 

 

Trestle Rider
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Rider, I have been fit tested many times with N95. 
Sometimes passing, sometimes failing.  What you said is
effectively completely wrong.  Try this, find a lethal
particle 50% bigger than what you claim for COVID.  Spend
an hour in a room with that airborne lethal particle.  You'll be
dead the next day.

Edit: And for general popular benefit, bring Fauci into the
test room with you ;-)

RAT005
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A wet mask is a health hazzard. The water BLOCKS the
filter material; forcing air AROUND the edges of the mask.

Go read the government data/recommendations...masks
should be changed once damp...every 30 minutes or so.

Bacon's Rebellion
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Comment of the day. 

TGDavis
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I did a similar thing at Costco, there was a couple with masks,
visors and gloves, we were all congregating around the meat
display.  I started to cough into my shirt and they immediately ran
away.  My wife gave me the stink eye.

Now that I am back on the road, flying from Norfolk to Tampa on
AA some of the flight attendants were still wearing surgical masks
on the flight, while waiting for the train to the main terminal I
noticed a passenger with the nose area of the mask soaked in
fluid.

The masking is getting really gross, god only knows what breeds
in those things.  By the way, I am a pure blood, in my sixties got
omicron, D3, zinc, C and Quercetin got through my infection with
a miserably sore throat and fever.

UncleBucky
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Some parents of children sent in the masks of their children,
they were full of the worst bacteria and virus possible
(https://townhall.com/tipsheet/scottmorefield/2021/06/15/a-
group-of-parents-sent-their-kids-face-masks-to-a-lab-for-
analysis-heres-what-they-found-n2591047).

 

If you wear them to long (over 2 hours), its clearly a lot more
harmful than wearing no mask...

PrinceMyshkin
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There’s no improvement in performance of the superior N95
because there is no virus going around making folks sick.
 

The study essentially proves the whole thing was a hoax from
start-to-finish. 

BigCumulusClouds
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Exactly. It was just a scam to make Pharma a lot of money and
take away our rights - and Trump either fell for or is part of the
scam. Either way, Trump is unfit to be president period.

ohm
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Let's see who he runs against and what topics he runs on.   

In 2016 he ran on problems even R politicians wouldn't
touch:  their hollowing out the US middle class for profits
and importing low end foreign culture people by the millions
year after year.   He ran on media bias against America.   
He ran on the waste of endless wars.

DeSantis' donors won't have him run on these existential
crises unless he must address them.   Because Trump
forces it.   The media and big donors won't.

TBT or not TBT
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So, @ohm your saying the game was rigged ?

The Celt
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DR. KEVIN STILLWAGON OBLITERATES THE MINDLESS MASK
AND VACCINE MANDATE NARRATIVE…

https://www.bitchute.com/video/G80o7GhOZAFi/

Here's Why Masks Don't Work! Viral immunologist Dr. Byram Bridle
performs a simple experiment…

https://rumble.com/vixqjf-heres-why-masks-dont-work-viral-
immunologist-dr.-byram-bridle-performs-a-si.html

Z Freedom
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Masks don’t work because Covid doesn’t make you sick. Viral
immunologists are no different than voodoo doctors. Actually
worse since nothings voodoo doctor does or prescribes is going
to make you sick.

ohm
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I get closer.  Hey, you are wearing a mask, what are you worried
about?  

Revolver2030
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The best method of prevention is, just don't breathe. If you don't
inhale, you can't breathe in the virus.
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Masks Are Harmful…

https://hillmd.substack.com/p/masks-cant-reduce-covid-infection

Z Freedom
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It is not good to be breathing in warm moist air all day and having
bacterial build up. Pneumonia and bodily stress issues arise. 

BigCumulusClouds
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And you believe electrostatic forces in these humid masks are
at play after even five minutes breathing through them?   

TBT or not TBT
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Yes, they last for months. 

BigCumulusClouds
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A double ply plastic bag placed over the head and duct taped tightly
around the neck will prevent all COVID infection.

I recommend this highest level of protection to all COVID-worriers
out there. It’s SCIENCE!

Kobe Beef
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Poor man's version of the positive pressure full body suit as worn
by the professionals in the outsourced US DTRA bioweapons
research lab where they developed the thing.

HowdyDoody
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What Wuhan was doing.  What they published they were
doing, was entirely adequate to produce covid-19 in Wuhan.  

TBT or not TBT
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Started in Chapel Hill N.C.

Finished in Wuhan.

FIFY

Coram Nobis
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It is also a sure cure for covid, and everything else.

Chief Crazy Horse
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There is no such thing as a contagious virus. No controlled study
has ever been carried out proving such. It is all a hoax. 

BigCumulusClouds
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Absolutely correct. There is zero science which shows that a virus
can make you sick. None of them satisfies Koch’s postulates. 
 

And before all of you believers start with your deflections saying
what makes you sick then. As a skeptic, it is not my job to
provide an alternative theory. It is the job of those making the
claim to provide proof that any virus can make you sick.

ohm
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nobody refuted what you and BCC say, they just downvote....

.....because obviously it's whackadoodle to say there's no
virus?

we still have a long way to go. 

terrain theory not germ theory.  start there.

and for god's sake understand Koch's postulates. 

creviceCaress
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Well said!!   There is something, but nobody knows, just made
up science to profit from it.

Choppysea
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Finally!! Someone said it.

How refreshing. 
 

Germ theory is the biggest scam of them all. Without Germ
theory, Big Pharma wouldn’t exist 

Killers and Rockers
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except that breathing is only one method of contamination /
infection and therefore practically irrelevant

Mister E

The best method of prevention is, just don't breathe. If you
don't inhale, you can't breathe in the virus.
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Put a plastic bag on your head and twist tie it to be sure

Bigly
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I avoided a lot of airborne flu at work (hospital) by putting a glob of
vaseline in each nostril. Whether that was what saved me, who
knows. 

Tevo
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Noted. Good advice for the vaxxers.

As far as I understand however you get the ever present flu through
your eyes too anyway. Which really makes the stupid mask
unnecessary.

maramara__33
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This much is true.   They are also usually some of the ugliest people.   I
suppose they are doing a humanity a service by hiding their hideous
faces…

endh1b
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Well, in all truth and fairness, most people aren't very attractive. Men
or women, look around, you'll see.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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There is a difference between not being very attractive and
painfully ugly.  Most mask wearers are painfully ugly and would
scare children if they weren’t wearing one.

ohm
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Hyperbole.....

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Denying that there are degrees of beauty or ugliness just
shows how delusional you are,

ohm
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Superficial beauty often hides underlying sociopathy or
psychopathy.

HowdyDoody
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My sister has always  said that! LOL

Choppysea
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Be careful. The retards in the Bank often have guns as well.

Rob11
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Went to a university health and medical center and their policy is still
everyone must wear masks. I would have turned around but I needed
the blood work results.

Anyone in these institutions that are truth science minded need to
speak up and resist this theatrical gas lighting.

Temporalist
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Yes, but they won't

 

Walk away from the standard medical profession.

Mist 'providers' will end up killing you one way or the other.

And stay out of hospitals...period.

Bigly
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I watched the birth of my son and have attended 5 Dr appointments
in Commiefornia with mask policies in full effect. I still haven't worn
one. Just because they tell you it's their policy, doesn't mean you
have to wear one.

Sure, you might have to learn how to conduct yourself in the event
of a standoff or when asked to leave, but the point is policies mean
sh*t. I wore a mask once in somewhere around July 2020 to pull $$
out of a bank and promised myself I would never debase myself like
that again.

telestes
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Yeah....and businesses go FULL-TARD as well...even in FL.

Today in Florida I rented a pontoon boat to take out the wife, teenage
kids & the dog fishing on nature Coast.
The maintenance dude threw buckets of bleach water over all the
seats without toweling it off....assumingly
to kill the Corona Beer bugs.  My dog was sloshing around in an inch
of bleach water and I had to towel that wet bleach water off all the
seats with my towels.   Naturally the boat broke down and I needed a
tow back....LOL.

SURREALITY
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If you tried to wear a gas mask during the scamdemic, businesses would try
to make you take it off and replace it with a paper mask.

fearless102
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Never heard that before. But, it is just stupid enough to be true.

Philo Beddoe
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Parody, satire and ridicule have always been effective tools and so
they can't tolerate them.

philipat
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👍

HAL9000rev1
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Why we come here,  allright.

???ö?
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That's really true.   I tried to wear a gas mask with real virulogical filters
at both Costco and a hospital with mask mandates and neither one
would let me in until I wore a blue surgical mask.

KatLivesKatter
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NUTS....

As you know, the surgical masks are merely designed to
contain nasal or oral droplets from going into open surgical cavities.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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That one dude wore a Klan hood, but they made him take it off. That
was hilarious. 

Hippie
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Just for fun, I wore a military surplus gas mask into walmart early on in
the pandemic right after they required masks to enter. I never got
stopped by anyone but the looks I got were great. 

LD
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A friend of mine refused to wear a mask into one of the big home
builder stores. The lady told him he had to wear a mask. He said no.
She went to get security. 
 

After she departed, he put on a mask and took off his outer shirt. He
then watched the lady and the security agents spend 15 minutes
searching for him up-and-down the aisles while he shopped. 

BigCumulusClouds
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I feel what he did was noteworthy because it’s important to resist
any way you can.  

Shillyshally
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If its useful like those air=tight gas masks that fire-fighters use, then
they don't want you to use it.

Just like with IVM, HCQ etc. which is really useful for early intervention
against Covid-19, but they prefer to inject you with "Safe & Effective"
POISON. LOL.

willisjr
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IVM and HCQ are BS treatments for Covid as well. Even the late Dr.
Zelenko stated that HCQ doesn’t work unless you take vitamins with
it. In fact, he sold Covid protection packets that were nothing but
vitamins. It’s the Vitamins that are providing some benefit - not HCQ
or IVM. Certainly HCQ and Ivermectin aren’t toxic like vaccines in
their recommended doses. But there is zero evidence they have any
curative or preventative effects against Covid.

ohm

Just like with IVM, HCQ etc. which is really useful for early
intervention against Covid-19, but they prefer to inject you
with "Safe & Effective" POISON. LOL.
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Before you call out BS and make yourself look like a fool, go here
to read on all the updated clinical studies on IVM: 
https://c19ivm.org/

And yes, Vitamins are required too in the FLCCC protocols for
Covid treatment, especially C & D.

There are other supplements too such as Zinc, but you saying
Vitamins are the only ones "providing some benefit" is like saying
water is also providing some necessary benefit towards the
fighting Covid infection.

OF COURSE it is. Vitamins are critical even in bodily function, just
like water is. In fact, you will DIE eventually without intake of
Vitamin C, with or without Covid.

However, in the context of the active ingredient against
Coronaviruses, it is the IVM. Vitamins ENABLES better bodily
cell function to make use of IVM to combat the disease.

willisjr
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Bingo.

👍

 

bannedcampsurvivor
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@wil: T/y the link.

sunkeye
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Viruses of all respiratory kinds, also enter through the eyes. No mask
will stop a respiratory virus. We knew this from day one as well.

prophetik
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That''s why I said those air-tight masks that FIRE-Fighters use.

They use the FULL FACE ones similar to those that the military uses
for their NBC purporses or the hermetically-sealed HAZMAT
(Hazardous Materials) suits used for bio-chemical spills.

 

willisjr
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Covid is bulls--t. It's a virus. Much like any other.. I'm 72 years old and pure

Gringo Viejo
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Covid is bulls--t. It's a virus. Much like any other.. I'm 72 years old and pure
blooded.

If it takes me, so be it. I've lived a long and satisfying life.

But you younger peopl;e have no reason to inject yourselves with an
experimental drug. 

Essentially, you may be commiting suicide.

F--k the government. They don't give a f--k about you OR YOUR
CHILDREN.

Get real.
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"  Rei "

Bill of Rights
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I pay my taxes. I expect to get some virus or cancer and die someday!
(paraphrasing George Carlin)

It's my right if I choose to get sick. Without practice, the immune
system, like a boxer or MMA fighter going up against stronger fighters,
won't be of much use or at best do just enough to keep you alive.

Edward Abbey b-tchez
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Let me take issue with you there. At least referring to the original
iteration of Covid, clearly the strongest version.

First week of Feb 2020 I got knocked into the stratosphere with
something unlike I've ever had and I'm not a youngster. Wasn't mostly
normal for 1 month, didn't fully recover for another 7 months (two
harsh, lingering symptoms) and truth-be-known, I've never been totally
right since. Didn't occur to me it was Covid until 7 - 8 week later.

Now, I think I finally know what happened. Shout-out to regular
commenter tion who fronted this info a few weeks ago and after
researching it - it lines up with my experience. She said that, in some
people, the original Covid version triggered the dormant Epstein-Barr
virus that most of us harbor. It has its own set of nasty symptoms and
is a prolonged illness, if active.

Subsequent Covid mutations were weaker so not as impactful to
people.

~~~~~~~~~~~

As almost always in life, when people look at things from a simple
black or white basis, they miss most of the picture. Gringo, if you get
any mutation of Covid now, it would like be mild.

No_Pretzel_Logic

Covid is bulls--t. It's a virus. Much like any other..
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Let me add some current useful info. So, my immune system has
not been as robust as usual in the last couple years since the
wicked Coof episode.

Approx Summer 2021 to Summer 2022, I would get two-day
respiratory/fatigue flares...like a cold or flu was kicking in and my
lungs were heavy but, no illness actually did occur. This happened 6
or 7 times. Weird. I finally attributed it to spike protein shedding from
being around vaxxed people.

Now, I had a shitty, classic head cold about 3 weeks ago for about 5
days (been years since I had one) and Wed, this past week my ass
got kicked with a nasty, classic flu (which, believe it or not, is only
about the 5th time in my life for have the flu).

I spoke to my Doc's nurse on Fri to try to get the Tamiflu med cuz I
felt so bad. Guess what? They can't get it. What? She sounded
incredulous about it. But, she did say there is alot of rough flu going
around. Yeah, it's back, folks, how about that?

So, is Tamiflu being held back? Are TPTB trying to create a hard flu
season to try to get people to take the flu vaccines - some of which
are now an mRNA version and/or combined with the Covid vax?

If anyone you know is intending to get a flu vaxx, you might want to
alert them to find out EXACTLY what that vax is? When it was made,
what are the components and ask for the manufacturer insert to
read before taking it. They might be getting a Covid booster within
the flu vax and/or it might be an mRNA flu shot.   FYI.....

No_Pretzel_Logic
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According to the CDC You cannot tell the difference between flu
and COVID-19 by the symptoms alone.

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/symptoms/flu-vs-covid19.htm
 

So you have no reason to believe that you had nothing more than
a bad case of the flu. Stop spreading your fearing mongering BS.
You are just as much a problem as Trump and Fauci.

 

ohm
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You have no fvcking idea what I had, you epic loon.

You waltz around this website pretending to be "The Master of
Everything" while only evidencing yourself actually be the
biggest CRANK on here. You need help, you're an unhappy
dude who needs medicine, therapy, a friend or all three. Go
work on that and spare us your misanthropy.

Let the CDC and Mayo Clinic duke it out.  See chart: 
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/suffering-flu-rsv-covid-19-
difference/story?id=94211146

P.S. Covid was lab-engineered virus with gain-of-function
attributes applied....not a naturally occurring flu. Hello??

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I will probably never take another vaccine again.  Ivermectin
works against RNA viruses—so the flu A, Covid, RSV and many
colds would be mediated by the drug. I’ll just rely on that if I feel
I’m getting sick.  

Shillyshally
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I was convinced by recurring long-lasting symptoms experienced
over the last few years I had EBV and was undergoing testing right
around the time tion posted that. I do have it but it's latent.

Turned out to be lyme bacteria that I'm treating with herbal tinctures.
Nice to gain some cognitive abilities back.

telestes
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Interesting, thanks. So, EBV testing can differentiate that it is
active versus latent?  Lyme....that's a drag. But, always a relief to
get an accurate diagnosis.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I just do the opposite of what MSM and “experts”tell me. That seems to be
the winning strategy. 

boxxcar
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The idiot working in the Wuhan lab who created the virus was wearing
a BSL-4 suit with its own air supply and still caught cuckvid but a
homemade maxipad that grandma sewed for you is gonna stop a virus

Riiiight

Ratfish
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I think they did a lot of the bat virus research in BSL-2.

TBT or not TBT
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Whatever they wore, it didn’t work.

hoos bin pharteen
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When I was young a co-worker and I would drink at lunch.

After lunch my co-worker would hold a piece of paper in front of his face
when talking to the boss, hoping to block the scent of alcohol.

Last I heard he was working for the CDC.

Rattling Bones
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lol, good punch line.

NoRedBlueCircus
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Masks are theatre.

Just like the TSA making you take your shoes off at the airport.

They provide the illusion of safety. 

They are a constant reminder to the masses to be very afraid.

They are the response to the media cries that "something must be done".

The managers don't really care whether they work.

Just that they can say "See, something was done."

Rabbi Zero
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California bans straws but literally puts billions of masks in landfills and the
side of the road.

Winder
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Same here in the Netherlands. My sister her take out snackbar also
had such a notice on the door "we ban plastic straws for the
environment but these masks lay everywhere" 

DutchTaco
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But "the science" is settled!!

It needs to be increasingly asked, what parts of the entire Covid psyop were
actually truthful? Most, if not all of it, was not only incorrect but actually the
opposite of what should have been done.

Which is, of course, why none of it was included in any of the carefully
developed and science-based Pandemic Contingency response plans of
ANY Western nation. Yet they all somehow simultaneously dropped those
plans. Why? and who coordinated that, given that it didn't happen
coincidentally?

The answers to those questions remain at the heart of what actually went
down.

philipat
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You skin breathes, you can absorb all kinds of stuff through your pores,
including viruses.

To be safe in lab conditions working with viruses capable of infecting
people, you need to be wearing a full suit and breathing air isolated from the
chamber containing the virus.

Yet somehow during the covid crazy con, a paper face mask works. The
face masks were a compliance tool to force the use of the highly profitable
vaccines with booster, boosters even after the vaccine failed and you caught
covid, a bloody booster after that, I saw it recommended by the extremely
corrupt Australia Broadcasting Corporation, so corrupt and in other places
across the globe.

I found it mind boggling the idiots believed a paper face mask would stop a
airborne virus, well and truly small enough to penetrate skin pores and then
pass into the blood stream, lets alone any cut or tiny abrasion, or the eyes.

As for social distancing, I saw the models, how it dropped in two metres, in
something that rarely occurs, absolutely still air, take into account actual real
world air motions and turbulence and people in motion and that two metres
was an absolute lie and fabrication, 20 metres is the realistic distance even
just in a light breeze. Dust wast blown across the Atlantic from Africa to the
USA, all kinds of infectious agents could be on that dust, crossed a whole
bloody ocean and you idiots believed two metres could work.

So, so many lies told and so, so, many gullible idiots believed them.

rtb61
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I blame television, the propaganda arm of the gov. Who was it said.
Mark Twain? If you don't read the newspaper you're uninformed, if you
read the newspaper, you're misinformed.

Me, I'd rather know nothing than know what isn't so.

Savvy
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TOTALLY!  The TV speaks and the bobbleheads run out and do
whatever it tells them to. (That's why I call if the Electronic
Propaganda Box in our homes.)

But, realize, the newspapers, radio and plenty of internet sites were
all pushing it.

No_Pretzel_Logic

I blame television, the propaganda arm of the gov.
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Box??? What the hell year is it anyway?!?

SEC vs Bitcoin
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All geared towards suppressing herd immunity from taking root.
Keeping the scam going.

Edward Abbey b-tchez
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Yes, Jayzus...that's what I was saying in early Summer 2020. That to
"slow the spread" sounded idiotic...it only prolongs the virus... and
I'm not a medical person.

The lockdowns were obviously insane back then too. Protect and
assist the elderly and immuno-compromised to stay home and
everyone else go about your lives. The quicker it would spread,
mutate, weaken and die out. Repeat: I'm not a medic. Shyte!

If you could think clearly, you knew back then Covid was an
engineered false flag.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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My butt breaths too. You really don’t want me to exhale.

ScottDLS
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... yes, for almost 3 years, I've told people the coffee filters don't work.

I still get banned from Twitter, BTW ... like today.

 

Dr. Freckles
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Masks do work… to spread the fear and propaganda of a “deadly
virus”. Thus, the mandates. Yes it was Science, not medical, but
psychological that drove this particular policy.

Kobe Beef
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Covid 

™

 = Seasonal Flu + MSM generated hypochondria

Masktards love their obedience muzzles

💰

 Scam Bankrupt-Fraud 

🏝
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They lied, people died.

Never Forgive.

Never Forget...

espirit
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…kill them back.

Kobe Beef
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Virus vs. bacteria.

masks are very, very good at stopping bacteria.

Stopping viruses, not so much.  a chain-link fence stops a wild boar but not
a mosquito. That is the difference in size, right there.

masks are control only. Not science.

zuuma
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No they're not. Look up the few published studies investigation post-
op infections when surgeons wearing face diapers vs those that
weren't.

soksniffer
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You, sir! Are correct......but politcally incorrect. To say mask work, is
to deny evolution. 

Pancho2022
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The mask was a wonderful litmus test to clear out the detritus from my life.
Any associate or close friend of mine advocating for the wearing of masks
during this whole scamdemic instantly dropped to "I don't want to know you
or hang out with you" status in my life. And that ended up being tons of
people in my life. Some of them degreed and credentialed to high heaven. I
don't think they will ever be able to hold any level of esteem in my eyes ever
again. I also become actively verbally hostile to anyone advocating the
masking of children in school. They are basically child abusers in my eyes
and deserve to be shamed, humiliated and destroyed psychologically.

Thor1974
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I feel the same. But always remember, "The less friends I have... the
more real friends, I have.

3.14159
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This article is not important. The virus is almost harmless, that is important.

It was a psy-op, that is also if not most important.

https://brownstone.org/articles/how-dangerous-was-covid-anyway/

An excerpt:

The researchers broke down the demographics into smaller buckets,
showing the increase in risk amongst older populations, and conversely,
how infinitesimal the risk was amongst younger age groups.

Ages 60-69, fatality rate 0.501%, survival rate 99.499%

russellthetreeman
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Ages 60-69, fatality rate 0.501%, survival rate 99.499%
Ages 50-59, fatality rate 0.129%, survival rate 99.871%
Ages 40-49, fatality rate 0.035% survival rate 99.965%
Ages 30-39, fatality rate 0.011%, survival rate 99.989%
Ages 20-29, fatality rate 0.003%, survival rate 99.997%
Ages 0-19, fatality rate 0.0003%, survival rate 99.9997%
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I wonder if I can sue the company that fired me for refusing to wear one
now...

jzerohedgeizbackagain
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Nope, sorry. You have no rights. Covid law trumps all.

Sodomite Industrial Complex
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Make it expensive.

ClimbingTheLog
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For fk sake, these jackasses were actually recommending DOUBLE
masking.

???ö?
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I say just put your head in a slipknot and jump. I believe about 3 feet is
what is needed for the neck to snap, but quick. Drowning Trout

MysterySheepdog
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I remember that. That was one of the more clownish moments of this
debacle.

Nona Yobiznes
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I knew N95 masks didn't work as the instruction and disclosure paperwork
inside a box of 3M N95s didn't say ONE thing about their masks preventing
transmission of ANY virus, including Covid.

Think 3M would have stated that their N95 masks prevented transmission of
Covid if they actually did?

Of course they would have.

trailer park boys
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In other news, water found to be wet.

Started reading about this virus here about three years ago.  N95s still
widely available even on amazon.  But, I also looked into the size of a
coronavirus, knew exactly what N95 meant, and realized then that they
would be useless.  "Science" apparently sucks at math.

41 Magnum
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I cannot read crap articles like this one.

The leaders are not bewildered at their hypocrisy.

They may be puppets, ret@rds and corrupt sycophants, but call it for what it
is: a coordinated, evil takedown of everything that worked in society.

Bigly
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agreed .. they know exactly what they are doing here.  there are no
coincidences.

behind the curtain
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It is illegal to get a common cold or seasonal flu. 

Sodomite Industrial Complex
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Yet a man can play women's sports, that is how insane this is.

MysterySheepdog
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Neither Pierre nor Fidel would be pleased with the bland spineless crooked
apologist justin is. Ontario and Quebec, you threw all Canada under the bus.
Hope you got triple boosted.

Savvy
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I kinda miss the days of walking into a grocery store and being the only one
without a face diaper on. I would smile warmly and freely at everyone I
walked past going the opposite direction as the taped arrows on the ground
pointed. They would look at me with hopeless muzzled faces and terrified
eyes. Undoubtedly thinking to themselves how wise they were. Especially
compared to an anti-science jerk like me as they lined up dutifully to get
jabbed by a 19 year old high-school dropout behind the pharmakia counter.
What a real life experience and lesson that whole plandemic was in showing
the willful ignorance and obedience of a society of sheep.

RISEN
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Hey if you live in Los Angeles you’ll get that opportunity again soon as
our esteemed public health officer is on the precipice of reinstating the
universal indoor mask mandate because “cases”.  

are_we_there_yet
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It's forced incremental obedience. 

RISEN
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And they're still out there.  There's people still riding around in their
cars, alone, with a mask on.  People still going through the stores
masked up, restaurants, etc.  I just smile back.  

Where have all the brain cells gone?

Long time passin'.

Where have all the brain cells gone?

Long time ago....

Quyatburp
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Arguing about fake science about a so-called virus that was never isolated
or proven to exist. The deep state puppeteers are laughing at us. As a
trained physician and medical scientist I can tell you these mask studies
based on a fake PCR test for a phantom virus are pure fiction written to gain
grant money off the latest fad. This crap gives legitimate research a bad
name. And the myth of COVID the deadly virus that never was lives on.

 

sigh

The Continental
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Too bad research $$$ are utterly controlled by the likes of the midget.
How will true research for healing ever be conducted when they control
the purse? People like Weston Price would never get funded these
days.

Sid Finch
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It won’t. Historically the best research was conducted by wealthy
entrepreneurs. They had the key ingredients: means and
independent thought.

Government funded research is a poor investment that has become
an industry and gravy train for con artists and attention whores. The
research is tailored to serve the narrative. As Bela Lugosi said: it’s all
boolsheet!

The Continental
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If it was never isolated, how do they know it was gene spliced?   

The answer may be too technical for me to understand.  It's enough for
me to know it was a live exercise not a real lab leak.  

Xena fobe
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From the first nanosecond someone said that masks used against Covid
worked they knew it was false.

Just get an army field manual for NBC (nuclear, biological and chemical)
warfare and all the data and requirements are there.

truthalwayswinsout
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MOPP gear......god, I miss (not!) those days!

Pancho2022
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If you are able to breathe it means that air is getting through. Pretty simple.

Good dog
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Of course N95 masks don't work. Nothing government does works because
viruses are not contagious. They are not a living organism and can't be
contagious. They are made by the cells. Their effects are chemical. Viruses
are one of the ways the body cleanses itself of toxic material. 

The lesson is never believe anything Big Pharma promotes. They are selling
poison.

Spiritof42
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Nice and succinct, please keep crushing

squib
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Keep repeating to yourself - "Its all about Commerce, it's all about
Commerce" 

https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/toxicology-vs-virology-the-
rockefeller-institute-and-the-criminal-polio-fraud 

Mr Perspective

"Virology, a reductionist medical fraud, was a creation of the
Rockefeller medical cabal. That highly important fact is buried
in the annals of medicine today. Diseases such as smallpox or
measles or poliomyelitis were declared caused by invisible
pathogens called specific viruses. If scientists could “isolate”
the invisible virus, theoretically they could find vaccines to
protect people from harm. So their theory went. It was a huge
boon for the Rockefeller cartel of pharmaceutical companies,
which at the time included American Home Products which
falsely promoted drugs with no proof of effect, such as
Preparation H for Hemorrhoids, or Advil for pain relief; Sterling
Drug,which took over the US assets including Aspirin of
German Bayer AG after World War I; Winthrop Chemical;
American Cyanamid and its subsidiary Lederle Laboratories;
Squibb and Monsanto.

Soon virus researchers at the Rockefeller Institute, in addition
to claiming discovery of the poliomyelitis virus, claimed to
discover the viruses that caused smallpox, mumps, measles
and yellow fever. Then they announced “discovery” of
preventive vaccines for pneumonia and yellow fever. All of
these “discoveries” announced by the Institute proved false.
With the control of the research in the new area of virology, the
Rockefeller Institute, in collusion with Simmons at AMA and his
equally corrupt successor, Morris Fishbein, could promote new
patented vaccines or drug “remedies” in the influential AMA
journal that went to every member doctor in America. Drug
companies refusing to pay for ads in the AMA journal were
blackballed by the AMA."
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Great link, thank you.

They blame 'viruses' on all the
chemicals/pharmaceuticals/toxins/poisons they are creating and
have over 150 years.

squib
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I think a large number of the medical and political psychos know that they
don't work. It's a tool of oppression and control.

Nexus789
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Fauci knows it and said so.

MrMoMoChaser
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When it hit here in the Netherlands the medical guy in charge first said
those things would be a political move, after the weekend he suddenly
said that it would work (then his family was released at an undisclosed
location /s) 

DutchTaco
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Anyone who’s ever installed drywall could’ve told you that 2 years ago. 

__Diogenes__
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Zip lockbag with a zip tie works. 

Bill of Rights
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I got bounced from twitter for suggesting this to a crazy mask-nazi.

Nameshavebeenchangedtoprotecttheinnocent
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Joggers love wearing them, although identifying them in a lineup is almost
impossible anyhow.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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The whole argument is insane, but you can still see people out wearing the
face diaper.

It makes you wanna punch them right in that silly liberal mask, that's called
the knock out game in Chicago.

MysterySheepdog
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The cognitive dissonance on masks blows my mind.

Everyone sees these lab folks in full hazmat suits, with secured clean rooms,
and full decontamination areas.

Yet they think putting a piece of cloth over their mouth with keep it at bay...

Death2Fiat
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Most people don't have the strength to accept that they live in a reality
where they are being lied to. They will fight the truth so long as that
truth would shake the foundations of their perception of reality. Weak
people seek comfort more than they seek the truth... most people in
this world are weak.

jzerohedgeizbackagain
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Ain't that the truth.

yep
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Let's donate the extra cloth masks to the WIV.

 

ClimbingTheLog
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Top oncologist reveals INCREASE in cancer cases among patients injected
with COVID-19 shots

". . .Within just a few days after the booster dose, his AITL had progressed
so rapidly that cancerous masses were lighting up all over.

Serge Goldman, Michel’s brother and a radiologist, said the initial CT scan
was “disturbing” because it showed an asymmetrical cluster of cancerous
nodes around Michel’s left armpit where the first two doses of the vaccine
had been injected. A follow-up CT scan after the boosters showed the
cancer’s asymmetry had flipped, with cancerous growths clustered around
Michel’s right armpit where he received the third vaccine shot. . ."

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-12-02-oncologist-reveals-increase-
cancer-cases-covid-vaccinated.html#

A YEAR OF ATHLETES COLLAPSING 2 – 1,226 SPORTS RELATED
INCIDENCES - TO DEC 2022

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HerUwCMubQCB/

SHE HATES 'ANTI VAXERS' SHE IS BACK IN THE HOSPITAL WITH CLOTS
AGAIN -BUT SHE GOT THE JAB OR...

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3km9Sc83pohY/

Disturbing study shows people are getting dumber - IQ scores drop 7 points
with every new generation

". . .And let's not forget mercury poisoning, a major cause of brain drain.
Mercury, which is still added to many childhood vaccines like multi-dose flu
shots, destroys cells, neurotransmitters and other brain "chemical
messengers" associated with cognitive function and IQ. . ."

https://uncutnews.ch/beunruhigende-studie-zeigt-dass-die-menschen-
immer-duemmer-werden-iq-punkte-sinken-mit-jeder-neuen-generation-um-
7-punkte/

According to Dr Sherri Tenpenny, the "death tsunami" caused by the
COVID-19 vaccines has now arrived.

". . ..Tenpenny cited government data showing that more than one in 73
vaccinated people in the UK has died since the end of 2020. She added that
around a thousand people are dying every week in the UK thanks to the
mass vaccination program there against COVID-19. In addition, Tenpenny
said more than 900 vaccinated professional athletes have already died,
mostly from myocarditis. . . 

. . .According to the doctor, the mass deaths of vaccinated people began
only about a year after compulsory COVID vaccinations began. As of
October 24, 2022, there have been 21.8 million excess deaths since January
1, 2021. Before the introduction of the COVID-19 vaccine, that number was
under five million.
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under five million.

Tenpenny added that the 21.8 million deaths could well rise to 28 million.

There were also around 150,000 additional deaths among Americans under
the age of 45 in the first two and a half years of the pandemic. Half of those
deaths have occurred in the past year alone, since the COVID-19 vaccine
was rolled out as part of the Trump administration's Operation Warp Speed"

https://uncutnews.ch/laut-dr-sherri-tenpenny-ist-der-todes-tsunami-der-
durch-die-impfstoffe-gegen-covid-19-verursacht-wird-nun-eingetroffen/

DEATH SIGNAL: CANADIAN DOCTORS ARE DYING AT 4X PRIOR RATE
UNDER 40, 8X PRIOR RATE UNDER 30

https://www.bitchute.com/video/cflQy6pLwN6J/

I like this guy, Seems like God always finds a prophet to pronounce
judgement on the wicked and in their own house. His name is Gerard
Rennick. 

AUSTRALIAN SENATOR HAMMERS PARLIMENT - DISGRACES THEM -
SATANISTS PRETEND NOT TO HEAR IT

https://www.bitchute.com/video/JQJ7JP1K5xrV/
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It was NEVER about the masks.  It was ALWAYS about making Fido sit on
command!!!

PCShibai
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Don't need a study to tell me that if air can pass through the mask and the
virus is in the air, that masks are useless. FFS!

Canadian Made 2.0
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I’m in the trades.  Was a drywaller for a couple decades. 
 

N95s do not stop drywall dust.  Period.  We used class 3 respirators.

I repeat, N95s don’t stop dust.  They cannot possibly stop a wee virus.

Anyone tells you otherwise is fulla shit.

Wayoutwilly
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Yes, and ALL the "experts" always knew that.

inorganic
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I visited one interior build out and felt very sorry for the crew there was
so much material in the air.   Many positions have a lot of exposure to
this and that. 

SpotemGottem Gekko Goldman Bankman Pacman Pokémon Jr
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Anybody who doubts me is welcome to come run a power sander
with me for an hour.

 

Wayoutwilly
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Yup.  Anybody who has been through construction respirator training
was appalled at the bullshit that suddenly became 'science' 

WadeBaker
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I told a receptionist the other day they were useless when she offered me
one, she looked at me like I was from another planet. 

yep
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you should stuffed into your pants, and told her you have gas, and this
might help block the smell.  

stdog
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LOLOL Excellent.

sunkeye
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Receptionist so she is not very bright…

endh1b
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Mute point since the creator of the PCR test stated it can't be use to test for
any infection. Fruit testing positive? It is all a scam to jab with the
bioweapon.

bbtesla
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I approve of some people wearing masks, it makes them as easy to identify
as idiots as though they were wearing an "I'm an idiot" sign.

truthseeker47
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Is there a safe and simple way to share this information with the idiots that
shop at my local supermarket?

Fully 10% of the shoppers are still wearing a mask....

The Ordinal Numbers
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Not just the supermarket, but everywhere.  It's not so bad where I live--
hardly anyone wears masks.  When I ask my friends in the northeast
about this, they tell me it varies.  The one consistent thing is how
people will wear masks outside, but then when they go inside to group
situations, they take off the masks.  Duh.  It's as if they know the
masks don't work, but they don't know how to just stop wearing them.

chiquita
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I was just in London for 4 days and saw very few masks.  I am now
in York and am happy to say rarely see a mask.  It’s very crowded
too. It gives me hope people in the UK are somewhat wise to the
Covid BS.  

Shillyshally
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I still see them wandering or driving alone wearing these modern day
waste pollutants.   

bloostar
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It is the equivalent of a security blanket.

Hermandaclam
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Masking is not about protection, it’s about servitude.

Marla Singer
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Great article.

The problem is that mask mandates aren't about stopping the spread.

They are about government control over the people.

Aquamaster
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Exactly.  Just think about it.  Govern ment grew so much in just 2 to 3
years.

BubbaJohnson
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It all comes back to the CBDC. 

CBDC requires certain conditions to be in place for implementation
and use. 

All communication, commerce, travel, etc, must be centralized for
monitoring and control.

That means no small businesses, no personal fossil fuel vehicles, no in
person meetings.   

Xena fobe
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This reminds me of the good old days of march 2020 when we were sharing
and posting on here the research over 100 years that masks were useless.

Of course they are useless, of course they knew 100 years ago, of course
there are a hundred published studies showing this.

Everybody be talkin' 'bout the good ol' days...

I didn't have this gem back then...

Masks useless/detrimental:  https://brownstone.org/articles/more-
than-150-comparative-studies-and-articles-on-mask-ineffectiveness-
and-harms/

squib
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When are you dumb asses going to get it - THEY DONT CARE ABOUT
BEING WRONG - THEY KNOW THEY ARE WRONG BUT THAT IS NOT THE
POINT. They don't live in your little righteous world of "Im the good
guy/you're the bad guy - mommy mommy the bad man is coming to get
me". The whole point is to subject you to understanding how powerless you
are,  to destroy your mindset and make you grateful for the smaller things in
life, to create a perspective for you to surrender to them without even
knowing it. It is a PsyOps. How many articles are you going to write @tyler
before you fucking wake the fuck up pal?

The message of the mask is: "You are dirty and disgusting and are therefore
below me, I need to wear a mask to protect myself from you" - it is just a
covert abuse. It is the "You are not ok/ I am ok" dynamic. 

 

You would all really want to wisen up in here folks, you are all screaming in
an echo chamber. 

Prometheus+ZeusForEva
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the people i have no respect for are the servants who wear masks
while their masters do not.  obama at that martha's vineyard party is
one example.  how bad to you have to need money to agree to that? 
you might as well wear slave clothes.

buzzsaw99
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I'm not a medical researcher and somehow instinctively knew this datum
over two years ago.  As pointed out here by others it (masks) does help me
know before hand what type of person I am dealing with in public.

sourlemon
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There are still people who don't know covid was planned to defeat Trump
and begun the great reset. Shocking such idiots don't know the truth. 

Globalistsaretrash
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lol. 

Mtnrunnr
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I wonder how many trillions of words have been written about Covaids. A
hoax BS virus that has never been proven to exist. How many lives
wasted...how many people poisoned...how much of a total waste of
life...over a bullshit Democrat memeflu that isn't actually real. People, we are
now coming up on the 3rd year mark of this utter retardation and here we go
again with the mask idiocy. I'm so tired of living around these people (and I
live in Muh' Based Florida). Covaids Demon Worshippers are the worst form
of human possible to be around. 

Obake158
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They don't prevent the covid but they do remove the human dignity and self
confidence of the serfs. Damaging the development of young children is an
added perk.

The black thugs employ their permanent face covers in their criminal
activities as well.  Elites and their henchmen are happy with their results.

_Conax_
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This was all made vividly obvious within about 3 months of mask wearing
being pushed via a video presentation by a Doc who is expert in these
things. (Dr. Lee Merrit? Can't recall for sure if it was her).

In addition to other things, she showed how the particulate size of smoke
is tiny but still visible to the naked eye. The Covid virus particulate is
microscopic so, tinier. Well, she had a guy take a good drag on a cigarette,
pull up a typical mask and exhale. The smoke went out the sides, the top,
the bottom and THROUGH the mask material. LMAO!  Ya, so no mask was
holding Covid breath back.

That was probably May or June of 2020, so anyone who saw it knew then
that masks were a joke. 

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Yeah but #MuhDroplets.

ScottDLS
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Droplets would pretty much be expelled by sneezing. Which means
the moist particulates would go flying thru the masks and with much
greater force than mere smoke exhalation.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Last interview I heard from her was last month, she said it might not
have been a virus, it could actually be a parasite. Makes sense, she
pointed out the best treatments were often anti-parasitics.

All The Good IDs Are Taken
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Yes, I've thought that since early-on also. Simply looking up what
the drugs hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin treat would clue a
person into the parasitic component of Covid.

However, why couldn't it have been a parasitic-laced virus?
Obviously, it got the gain-of-function lab treatment and they'd want
it to be hard to detect/diagnose while also being easy spread.

 

 

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I just sat across from a Chinese guy at a Christmas party at work yesterday.
He, of course, was wearing a mask. I will send him a link to this article. I am
a nasty guy, heh?

gro_dfd
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The Fear Matrix is real. 

FLgirl
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Fear is the spirit of The Devil.

fearless102
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The Branch Covidians have all drank the koolaid. They will never admit they
are wrong. They will never have a rational discussion of the facts. They are
right, so shut up and comply for your "own good", science deniers!

Religious fervor at the altar of the .gov is all the Covidians have.

MWNN
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they are the perfect victims.  even when they get sick and die they still
believe whatever the murderous medical establishment tells them.  one
said covid causes myocarditus or whatever.  they really are so gullible
that i don't even feel sorry for them.  the perfect victims, two days
before they die they still spout propaganda. they all talk about how
great their blood clot doctor is, or how great their oncologist is.  they
are HAPPY to get chemo, or surgeries, or whatever procedure.  they
repeat multi-syllabic medical terms because they think it makes them
sound trendy and smart.

buzzsaw99
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I have friends I’ve known for decades I just can’t talk to anymore
who’re of this mindset.  They’re still to this day on their social media
pages regurgitating whatever The Science says on TV, wearing their
masks and getting their boosters because they “don’t want to take any
chances”.  Oh and they’ve all had covid at least once now too.
 Meanwhile I’ve never had it, never got jabbed, and refuse to wear a
mask unless I’m at a medical facility that won’t allow entry without one.
 

are_we_there_yet
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Protest others....but you cannot protest me...says JustinBlackface and
ChinaJoe Biden

TR_Daughter
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Karen Kingston just did an interesting interview with Greg Hunter stating the
drug companies knew the dangerous side effects of the so called
"vaccines." 

Blacktea
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They must have known.  MRNA had been in testing for ten years.

Xena fobe
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When Turd-O stated Kanada would only be approving m-RNA
injections, thats when I began my history of mRNA reading.

And it was that history review that made me stand fast in my
conviction to not join the experiment.
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It only goes to show that the con doesn't even have to be all that
sophisticated. And thus, a vast landscape of gullible muppets, has
now hove into view. That is one of the more frightening aspects of
this whole debacle.
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If shots work, why do you need a mask?
If masks work, why do you need shots?
If shots work, why do you need more shots?
If social distancing works, why do you need any of the above?

GatorMcClusky
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Because covid will kill everyone who is exposed to it and they die
instantly.  /s

Xena fobe
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This article is completely flawed:   COVID WAS NOT ANY WORSE THAN
OUR ANNUAL SEASONAL FLU.

So, we should not CARE about masking and efficacy.

Mr. Fokker to You
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There is only one thing that works against the virus: A healthy immune
system!

Towards that end, you need to get outdoors during the flu season and
breathe fresh air in and out. A healthy respiration system is one of your big
defenses against a virus. Exhaling a virus before it loads up is very effective.
Why do you think in places like Michigan you couldn't get landscaping
material, exterior paint, and anything for gardening. Here in michigan, our
governor was deep into this covid fiasco. They wanted you indoors where
you could spread the virus and continue to breathe in your own oxygen that
contained the virus attempting to escape through respiration. There is no
other explanation for why you couldn't buy these items.

What is The Hedge
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Sunlight and cigarettes, baby.

 

Wayoutwilly
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Tobacco stops the covid.  There is a technical explanation but rates
of infection among smokers is consistently low compared to non
smokers.  

Xena fobe
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At bare minimum, I hack out the crap before it takes up
residence.

Wayoutwilly
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Dr. Ardis discussed all this recently as well. Although don't smoke
added some nicotine lozenges to the supplies as they block the
spike receptors against Covid. Ardis stated his wife had "long
Covid" and it cleared up when she got some of the nicotine gum.
Funny the info on smokers came out early on then was not really
discussed much. 

The Dr. Ardis discussion was with Dr. Jane Ruby in the past
month on Stew Peters rumble. 

Born2Bwired
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I tested the efficacy of N95 and it is useless.

I made a pair of underwear out of N95 masks, wore them when I went out to
dinner with my wife.

I ordered baked beans…a lot of them.  Downed the entire meal.

In the car on our way home, an eleven mile drive, I was ripping farts left and
right.

After about a mile, my wife asked me to pull over. When I did, she got out
and asked me to wait there for three minutes.

After about three minutes a car pulls up and she gets in.  They pulled away
and I then get a text message from her.

She says, I’m in an Uber.  I’ll see you at home.  Please plan on sleeping in
the basement tonight.

So fellas, I’m telling you with 100% certainty, those N95 masks do not work
for Covid.

MANvsMACHINE
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That sounds like a very controlled study, are you still married?

pavman
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To my dog.

He doesn’t seem to be bothered by my escapades.

MANvsMACHINE
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Give him broccoli, let him join the next trial.

pavman
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dogs and cats like farts.

buzzsaw99
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🤣

Im Back
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No but they are a good fashion statement and show of peoples compliance.
That is and have always been, the point.

rphb
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Masks work. Even crappy cloth masks.  They serve to signal you are on the
“ right” team…( and an idiot)

NoPension
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For the German team just their hands work,

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2022/nov/23/germany-cover-
mouths-wear-rainbows-on-kit-in-world-cup-protest-fifa-qatar-onelove

LA_Goldbug
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Much better if a they divided into 3, some with hands over their
eyes, some over ears and the rest over mouths. 
 Like the statue on the Supreme Court bench in Planet of The Apes. 

NoPension
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Germans out in the first round for the first time in decades.

Spater.

MrMoMoChaser
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Masks = The ultimate social control tool and means of virtue signaling
for their sheep.

When you think about it, they are little different from the Swastika
armbands Germans went around sporting decades ago.

smp21
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I remember walking mall or grocery without mask during pandemic and
some people pointing fingers, commenting to their friends "Look
another...." etc. Some point you get enough of these idiots. 

Worthy
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There is "NO" Covid-19 but there is a gene-editing/bio-weapon JAB.

 

Dec 3, 2022: Karen Kingston, Pfizer admits original filings to FDA the JABs
are gene-editing/bio-weapons that after 2 Jabs they "WILL" cause injury,
illness, disease, and "DEATH"

Karen Kingston on World Waking Up to Fact the Covid Shot is a Bio-
Weapon

https://banned.video/watch?id=638b9ea494cc1f7c63034393

Karen Kinston re-confirms information from Oct 21, 2021

Karen Kingston presents the original admission by Pfizer to the FDA the
DATA showing that the jabs are gene-editing/bio-weapons that would cause
illness, injury, death, and disease and is "NOT" a vaccine.

Pfizer openly admits to the FDA they are not to be showing the public the
damages caused by the JABs.

Pfizer openly admits if a person gets more than 2 JABs, they will get sick
with covid-19.

The people are better off remaining un-jabbed than receiving the covid-19
bio-weapon

The Kingston Report | Karen Kingston | Substack
https://karenkingston.substack.com/
 

 

 

Bradley1234
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Masks have always been a farce. Their purpose is to remind everyone of the
ongoing "pandemic", to deprive the public of a sense of normality, and to
keep everyone in a state of fear and mistrust. The health authorities knew
they don't work from the start. They said it themselves, but then all did a
180 once they got orders to start promoting them. What a disgrace this has
been. The amount of waste and social decay generated by masks is
immense.

Nona Yobiznes
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The experts were NOT wrong...OSHA and NIOSH have been telling us for 50
years that these masks were not effective against airborne viruses.

These modern day goons just invented their own "science".

Antifaschistische
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Most everybody with a STEM degree knew this from day one. Virus
particulates are too small to filter/block through masks, hence why
laboratory workers in bio-hazard labs wear positive air-pressure Racal suits.
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But all these fools went right along with the lie. 

Tom Angle
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Someday your descendants will realize that it was all about the jab. That is,
if you manage to still have a viable bloodline.

manfaded
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Some bloodlines must end.

MrMoMoChaser
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Wear two masks or three, remember those days?  Lol.  

Ben A Drill
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And damn goggles to the store! ha!

GeeCee
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Only the dumbest of the dumb ever thought a mask could protect you from
a virus...........that was able to leap tall buildings in a single bound, able to
stop a speeding locomotive,  and clearly able to do anything and everything
it needed to do to keep the fake narrative going about a fake virus. 

Dumbest of the dumb........kind of like the dumbass that wrote this
article........that still believe that shit was ever real......or he is just part of the
lie trying to reinforce the lie for others.

bshirley1968
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But but but , don’t you care about gramma and grampa!!? 

Giant Meteor
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The moisture in your breathe goes right through an N95 mask. If it didn't you
couldn't breathe at all and it would be soaking wet. A virus is on each of
those particles and smaller. Don't believe me? Press against and breathe
onto a mirror with your mask on. The mirror will be totally fogged over.
That's billions of particles that got right through with a virus. 

Also go wear your N95 mask if you have allergies and you'll still have
allergies with it on, pollen goes right through. Pollen is 10 - 100 times larger
than a virus. 

You really don't need to know anymore than that. N95 work great for huge
dusk particles and maybe paint particles and things like that, that's it. They
used to just call them "dust masks". 

The only things that works, the ONLY thing is, those total body suits with
enclosed oxygen tanks that the labs use, they use those for a reason, I don't
see no dangerous labs using only N95 masks. 

90110101
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How do they know how many got the cervaza (Carona Beer aka Covid 19)
when the F******
PCR tests give false positives? Riddle me that Por favor cabrones!

 

SURREALITY

52 of 497 participants who wore medical masks got COVID-19,
and 47 of 507 in the N95 group got COVID-19. 
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They have Absolutely no critical thinking skills, and it FKin shows. Like
everywhere, yikes.

MysterySheepdog
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95% absolutely brain dead, and talk like they think they ain't stupid.
Seriously.

Pretty scary stuff.

MysterySheepdog
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Duh. The spanish flu proved mssks useless or worse 100+ yrs ago.  

And masks most certainly dont stop directly injected spike protein toxins
and mrna that gets your body to make more.

Masks hide, spread disease and are used as symbols for control and fear. 
That's all the evil cabal has.

curmudgery
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My understanding of the the 95 in N95 is that it stands for the mask's ability
to prevent 95% of x sized contaminants from getting by it. The problem is
the coof is smaller than the x the N95 protects from.

Therefore, neither the N95 nor the face diaper stop Covid from getting
by. The ENTIRE face diaper farce did NOTHING to prevent coof's spread.

sunkeye
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It's more complex than that. The 95% is measured at a certain size,
and the protection drops below that size because particles are smaller
than the holes in the mask, but rises again at even smaller sizes as the
particles are absorbed by the materials of the mask.

But depending on the mask design a Coof particle is typically
somewhere in the low spot between the two so you're right that the
mask still won't stop it.

krda
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Another garbage study.  It SHOULD have been N95, vs surgical vs NO
MASK  Studies going back 100 years show masks do nothing.

StarManZZZzzz
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Do whatever you want just don't try to force me to do it too.  

kharrast
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Yeah but whatever they want, means telling you what to do.

MysterySheepdog
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actually, this study only tends to show that plain jane surgical masks are
nearly as effective as n95 masks.

i'd like to see a study comparing different types of masks as well as no
masks at all.

that last category is what's needed to support the claim made here.

not-me---it-was-the-dog

Not Even N95 Masks Work To Stop Covid

To determine whether medical masks are noninferior to N95
respirators to prevent COVID-19 in health care workers providing
routine care.
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Excellent point.

gro_dfd
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The mask people feel they are exceptional, can't breathe the same air we all
are made to breathe, eh? Having grown up with asthma, I've come to
appreciate air as often I get the chance! Of course, I don't live in NYC (heh..
Bill Hicks, smokers bit, "if you quit smoking, you'll get your sense of smell
back.." "yeah, well, I live in NYC..")

Edward Abbey b-tchez
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With my last breath I'll be dragging on a cigarette 

Pizza the Hutt
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That's what I love about you brother, you ain't built out the cookie
cutter either. Not synthetic.

MysterySheepdog
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Medical Doctor Warns that “Bacterial Pneumonias Are on the Rise”
from Mask Wearing 

Bacterial pneumonia diagnosed as 'covid' of course.

Savvy
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The joke is everyone knew masks didn't do anything.  Plenty of previous
science was written on the subject.

rhubarb8
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Masking is like strapping a Petri dish to your face. A smorgasbord of
bacterium to infect your respiratory system. 
 

Canoe in the Desert
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The first time I exhaled through a mask and fogged my glasses I realized the
masks don't work.

Terrible Fed
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Disease is often about the degree of exposure.

Masks maximize exposure to disease causing organisms.  As your body
tries to expel them, your mask catches them, provides a growth medium,
and then you inhale them back in.

snblitz
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COVID IS A HOAX !!!

Straight up and down....

Cheers

6Slatanic6Wehrmacht6
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I still have a picture from LAX, when I was escaping to Florida. A large group
of Chinese were completetly covered in plastic suits from head to toe with
goggles and N95 mask.  

Inflation is a tax
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Chinese wore masks long before covid.  I have no idea why.

Xena fobe
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Go visit a big city in China...  the pollution is incredible.

philosphrstone
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Preconditioning to panic as first response.  Bird flu, SARS, every
new thing that came along.  Has been going on for years.

Herbert Marcuse's Pocket Watch
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It’s an Asian thing.  They do the same thing in Japan.  I’d see people
walking around with masks on in Tokyo and when I asked what was
up with that, was told that they were sick and out of respect would
mask up to so they wouldn’t share their germs.  Probably some truth
to that if you’re the one who’s sick, though if that’s the case they
should just stay home.  

are_we_there_yet
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Masks don’t worked as advertised.

Lockdowns don’t work as advertised.

Jabs don’t work as advertised, unless you count the 1.1 million sudden
deaths.

TessieTickles
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It's working to the WEF plans for depopulation

 

reference:  TED Talk Bill Gates explaining that 2 billion people need to
be removed through improved vaccinations  

Conservative Thought
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Slave muzzles are a humiliation ritual in the larger CONVID psyop.

LeadPipeDreams
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Mask propaganda was a success. Don't bother us with "SCIENCE".

Inflation is a tax
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During the peak of all this nonsense,  saw two people getting gasoline. 
Both had on has-met outfits will pumping.  Sprayed and wiped each other
off.  Went to the next station and did the same routine.  Histerical.

BubbaJohnson
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Were people laughing at them? 

Xena fobe
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Most had masks on.  Those that did not?  YES ,  could sell a grin
from ear to ear.  A joke for sure by going to another station and
getting a couple more dollars of gas.

BubbaJohnson
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I still see people in the stores wearing these damn masks. Gubberment
lovers I guess.

rejectnumbskull
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Part of the issue that nobody ever talks about is this: CV is not a
particularly serious illness.

So you trot out masks to "stop the spread", people get the illness anyway -
which tends to be mild - and viola, nobody's dying of CV. So it's not that CV
is mostly harmless, it's masks work.

This whole thing has been a lie from Bat soup on.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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A few realized it, most didn't care to and even today, still dont care.

To them, we are societies nut cases.

3.14159
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So sad.  Kids outside playing with masks on.  What a world.

BubbaJohnson
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Watching civilian women and kids in Australia getting beat down by
cops for not wearing them outdoors was the peak of the stupidity for
me. So much so I will never, ever go there again.

cowdiddly
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I have quite a few friends and acquaintances that I should be able to show
this article to and say "see, I told ya".  Unfortunately, they will never believe
the article or the science.  They are too dug-in to their position to ever admit
they were wrong.  So, I don't bother.

OpenEyes
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i know a vaxxxed couple who had a third unvaxxxed person living with
them.  about a year after their first vax they started getting sick.  they
of course blamed the unvaxxxed person for making them sick. 
unvaxxxed person moved out, the two vaxtards are still sick.  you can't
fix stupid.

buzzsaw99
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I'm putting up a chain link fence to keep mosquitos out. Science.

MommickedDingbatter
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